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St Paul at the Cinema
I

'd like to give St Paul a ticket to Bernardo
Bertolucci's fleshy Last Tango in Paris, compliments of Dialogue-maybe two tickets so he
could take a girl. What kind of review do you
think he'd write?
The reason I raise the question is that Last
Tango, now showing only five miles from
Calvin's entertainment-starved campus and
being both more serious and more juicy than
most films that happen along in the course of a
decade, provides a good occasion for the
Christian community at Calvin to ask itself
whether it knows what art it wants and what it
can stand.
Should a Christian person peel off two and a
half bills to see Marlon Brando and Maria
Schneider tumble rudely and nudely toward a
joke of a death in Paris? No, says one
prevalent point of view typically nurtured by
the Christian Reformed Publishing House and
other of its associates in the denomination,
since the movie does not assert Christian values
to its audience in a clear and modest way. Yes,
says another camp, simply because the movie
is a blast. It makes your nerves tingle. Other
viewpoints lie along a spectrum between those
poles of conscience.
If we want to bring coherence to our
understanding of the Christian audience's relationship to the artist, we'll first have to
straighten out our assumptions about some
more basic things , eg, the artist's relationship
to his work and to his average audience. After
all, before we get serious about an actor or
producer we would have to know whether he's
trying to be serious with us.
I do not agree with the recent Chimes review
2

of Last Tango which flatly stated that not ah
theme~ are legitimate in the arts. That would
only be true if there were a common law which
a theme might violate or an agreed upon moral
standard which a theme might fail to meet. But
artists don't make art so that they can meet
standards; they do it simply to give creative
expression to the objects of their interest. I
claim that anything an artist can conceive of is
a legitimate theme, that anything he seriously
makes is worthy of our critical attention.
Human interest seems to be the only real,
pervasive requirement upon art.
The Chi mes review also seems to ignore the
complexity of the relationship between artist
and audience, assuming instead a rather
simple relationship wherein the artist moves
and his audience is moved. Thus, "cheap sex"
upon the screen would cheapen the audience;
violence upon the screen would involve the
audience in violence-almost a cause-effect
relationship. However, there is a much more
independent stratum in any art audience, a
much more critical one. The segment of the
audience that can maintain its own integrity is
able to respond to the piece of art in many
ways: suspension of belief, negative reaction,
construction of creative alternatives, and so on .
It would be able to look at Paul in Last Tango
and say, "I would not like to be that man, yet
there is something about him that is fine."
The difference between a Christian audience
and a nonspecial one is that the Christian
audience is obliged by its beliefs to evaluate a
theme according to Christian beliefs, whereas
the other is not. When Paul clutches his ribs in
the last moments of Last Tango, sinking to his

knees with the pain of the bullet making him
flinch, and then calmly pastes his chewing gum
under the iron railing, his last-minute schoolboy act of vandalism becomes a symbol for his
whole life. He is a wad of gum. His evaluation
of man's existence is communicated by that
single sardonic motion. The Christian is compelled by belief to ask if there is not a higher
vision of man to be had than that. He would
feel acutely the absence of God in Paul's world.
You know , I think St Paul would be braver
and more mature than most of us if he were to
see Last Tango at the Little Studio. That is not
to say, of course, that he would exit from the
movie theater · rejoicing and praising God. The
only person I saw doing that when I went was
the manager leaving with the night's receipts.
St Paul would think of Last Tango as a
base-even rank-film, and that would be
thinking of it no more highly than he ought to
think. But he was an earthy guy. He would not
be shocked by sex on the screen, I hope. He
would admit that we are all nude under our
clothes, anyway. He would know that all the
events on screen have already occurred to allof
us in our minds. No hiding the fact. But,
hopefully, he would also know that seeing is not
necessarily believing and that listening is not
necessarily agreeing. After all, he was the one
who told the Romans in Romans 14:14, "I am
absolutely convinced, as a Christian, that
nothing is impure in itself; only, if a man
considers a particular thing impure, then to
him it is impure." The sex that Paul of Last
Tango and his foxy lady-friend ''enjoyed'' was
like a form of idol-worship. Their bodies were
the meat offered to the idol. But we need not be
coerced by the movie into thinking that bodies
themselves, when used rightly, are "unclean."
My regret in writing this is that the Christian
audience always seems to need so much preparation of this kind. We end up fortifying our
consciences when we should spend time appreciating the values and achievements in art. The
Chimes review claimed that Last Tango's
"cheap sex" prevents some of the techniques of
filming from rising to excellence. Let us
reverse the claim .and say that the Christian
audience's fear of "cheap sex" prevents it
from appreciating the excellences that are
there. I wish I could devote this space to an
examination of Paul's deep struggle with his
identity and the admirable ways in which
Bertolucci uses color, characterization, setting,
nudity ( ! ) , and other things to express the

conflict. But, alas, first things must be written
first.
Do you want to see Last Tango in Paris or
any other movie that offends some people but
not others? "If you have a clear conscience,
apply it to yourself in the sight of God. Happy
is the man who can make his decision with a
clear conscience,'' said St Paul in Romans
14:22. That still sounds pretty good today.
But there is one further matter to be
-discussed concerning life in community. It is a
plain fact that there are many people who
cannot escape from old scruples. These people
would be injured if your example would draw
them into seeing a movie with which they
could not cope.
"Those of us who have a robust conscience
must accept as our burden the tender scruples
of weaker men, and not consider ourselves,"
says St Paul, Romans 15: 1. I would like to tell
everyone to see Last Tango in Paris, but if it
would become injurious to what St Paul calls
the "common life," it would be better that no
one would go.
Who is to say whether or not you should see
Last Tango in Paris or any other piece of art in
any other medium. It depends on how corruptible you are.
RVM □

Assistar,f Editors
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Slow Death in the Factory
by Joel Kuipers

Joel Kuipe rs, a sophomore from G ra nd Rapids,
spent last su m m er working in a local manufacturing plant. In th e following
articl e , he re lates his expe ri e nces in the factory
"Verona ." Hi s purpose is
to de al wi th some sociological pro bl ems on a personal le ve l-routine becoming ri t ua l, the powerlessnes s of workers , and
the de partm e ntalization
of li fe-style.
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T

he tale about the man who
dug a ditch and then filled it in
again is a good example of
totally meaningless work. The
job has no end beyond itself,
and there is no one else performing the silly task with
whom the man might feel some
social bond. Not supposing any
deep previous emotional attachment to the earth or shovel, and
considering the strenuous labor
involved, digging and refilling a
ditch is probably a pretty miserable job .
The French sociologist Emile
Durkheim wrote a book in 1893
entitled The Division of Labor
in So cie ty, and in it he classifi es the ways of achieving the
necessary social solidarity as
be ing basica ll y two-organic
and mechanical. Mechanical solidarity, says Durkheim, stems
fr om a unity members of society feel when they are all
participating in basically the
same tasks, usually for the
purpose of being self-sufficient.
Organic solidarity, on the other
hand, is a unity that arises
when each member of society

feels that the task he is performing is part of a compr ehensible whole. So, in the first instance, the wor kers are all
doing the same general thing,
and in the second , all are
performing specific tasks; parts
of the whole. The second is
clearly the case in our industrialized society . However, the
trouble with this orga nic model,
says Durkheim, comes when
this " . .. divis ion of labor does
not produce social solidarity
[and ] the re lat ion s of the
organs are in a state of
anomy." Then the worker feels
no personal rela tionship to the
whole; he is a lienated.
Let us suppose, then , an atmosphere conducive to such a
condition of anomy. What does
one do? How does one live one's
life? The following description
will provide, hopefully, one example.
Upon entering Ve rona , a
metal furniture fa ctory, one
immediately hea rs the clanging, rushing din of machines
and metal. The c acophany
stretches on endlessly into the

tive halves. There are safety and others not? Two men in m y
signs posted about the factory , department actua ll y boug ht
and as a precaution , all the men their own machine , at trem en~
wear gloves , safety glasses , and dous expense to themselves, in
protective boots. Accidents still order to bring the ins ti tl!tion
occur frequently on the job, and and its organization into a clomany workers have related to ser , more personal r elationship
me their anxious feelings about to them . But there are, I think,
the danger involved in their other ways in which the wor kwork.
ers at Verona orga nize themOther fairly standard com- selves in or der to give their jobs
deep of the · factory . Conversa- plaints were about the dir tiness more meaning.
tion can ~e:... heard , p ccurring of the work , and the long hours.
~qsfl.Y,011 a; ~.9tid ,s pea~in~·.leyel, When describing the features of
~. wa lk down th~ ha ll , see a
or ,,as ters~ ,;shout~ -1;a nd >rep11es. their jobs, they almost inevitabE'xce'pf-:'t/for the bright '. u'r~hge ly mentioned the pay, which famil~ar fac e , a n~ ~ive a nod or
rrieta l ' storage tubs , the--: metal they generally felt is compara- a smile-the reci pien t does the
a tr<;t concrete forge the f ~_c tory tively good. Also mentioned was ~a?me. Courtesy-why do we _do
wtth a dominantly gr ey ··•. color the piecework/incentive-pay it•. Perhaps the s h~red action
system, whereby , as one worker , brm~s us. together m a closer
scheme
.
.. .
,•. , ...'.•
.
f
described it , "You can work for relat10nship . At any r ate, the
,. A/ fork lift roars past' iti'1· 1its yourself , on your own machine, ~har:ed_act10n has enough mea1:own miniature traffic
wiJh- at your own pace. " So many of mg ~nit to per petua te the habit
in the fa ctory , bringiQg 'pads to the workers work at relatively of its use . The ~ orkers . at
the:/ i ,p~kers . Anoth~r: :·.:vehiQle , asoc ial jobs , each on a single Verona stock up thei~ machines
whicry Jpo~~ li~~\,, -*-P', _·el ·"c,t_r ic machine. A sense of social unity at the end . of t~e shi ft , so that
chi.ldr ehs' scooter , ·,.i,whi:ps : ·by was not among those mentioned the next shift will have pl~nty of
with its space-ag e fla s hi ng as a feature.
parts. No real rea son _for it, but
lights , transporting a whiteeverybody else does it, so why
shirt-and-tie bedecked man .
At first look, then , there not? And the va lue placed on
seems
to be little or no evidence shared par ticipa tion in this cusIn this r aging sea of m etal
and machine, dirty little wig- of any close personal relation- tomary action was seen when ,
glings of life can be seen , ship of workers to the institu- once, for example , a group of
dwarfed by the heaving , spa rk- tion, or even to each other. The men I was working near got
ing, and hissing mons trosity men each work alone on a done early in the s hift. I was
they control. The men r ange in specific machine , performing a repea tedly as ked when · I
age from about 18 to 60 years specific task, and many of them planned to stock up so that the
old , and are dressed in T-shirts take their breaks alone or in others could par ticipate simulor work shirts , jeans , and thick groups of two or three. And taneous ly in the chore. The
even the benefits generally pro- shared, social pa r t of the action
boots.
vided by the factory are not was stressed . The value of this
One or two ·m en stand a t a
ones which involve workers' action was par ticularly seen in
machine on which they will persona l relationship with the the disgust, expressed when it
work all day , feeding in pieces greater factory society. If this was neglected. Since the inconof metal. After three or four is the case, then, they could be venience involved in stocking
quick , violent jerks , the next ex p er iencing what Durkheim up one's own machine is not
piece of metal is ready . The called an omy-alienation.
great enough to evoke the disopera tion generally does not
gust or sometimes despair that
change during the course of the
But is this the case? The inevitably r esults , I suspect that
day , and is relatively simple to c onc e rned outsider wonders. a very impor tant value is at
perf~rm. A recent attitude sur - There must be something they stake; in this case, the shared
vey m the factory showed that could do we think snugly in our participation in a common exmo~t of the_ wor kers feel tha t foam-p~dded work desks. A pression.
their_ work 1s monotonous . _But man surely cannot work at a
One of my jobs was on part of
t~e JO~ for mo~t of them 1s a job for long that holds for him a line which consisted of eight
financial necess_1ty"because, a s no personal relationship with machines. Since the first operaone worker put it, Gotta m a ke the ins ti tu ti on-the turnover tion on the line was deemed
the bucks" .
rates at factories all over the twice as ha r d as the remaining
As in all work situations, the coun try confirm this. And yet ones, two machines were placed
workers at Verona felt that the s om e workers do not quit. at the hea d of the line, in full
job had its positive and nega- Again we ask why some quit view of each other. Competition
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often resulted between the two
workers on the machines, and
the indices of speed in the
operation was the rapidity with
which one could exhaust a stack
of a given number of brackets.
However, when one worker
would "outrun" the other by
finishing his stack first , he
would not proceed to lengthen
his lead, but rather reach over
into the other worker's stack,
take half of the remaining
brackets, place them on his
work bench for all to see and
finish them for his co-worker.
That the brackets are placed in
full view of the other workers is
significant in that it is a device
to encourage the fear of social
disapproval. A worker's fear of
social disapproval, in turn,
strengthens the feeling of social
solidarity by his admission of
the group's power to disapprove. The threat of social disapproval was effective, too; for
when it was responded to,
(which was most of the time)
the group of men gave a favorable response. The social solidarity was also strengthened by
the shared participation in this
seemingly irrational but common "ritual."
Now no doubt these actions
occur for a variety of reasons
not mentioned here. But a motivating force operative in most
industry today is the workers'
need to feel a part of a whole.
No one wants to feel that his job
has no meaning beyond itself.
Everyone wants to feel some
solidarity with the group. One
of the ways, I suggest, that the
workers at Verona organize to
meet these needs is through the
social phenomena of courtesy.
And yet the man in the white
shirt who whips by with cool,
detached ease nags at the sensibilities. How much closer are
we to a personal relationship to
the Verona factory, anyway?
Maybe the ''whole'' we felt a
part of was only a personal
relationship within an isolated
society. The white-shirted man
is by now way ahead of us, and
we shiver in the wind he stirred
8

as he went by. How does one
feel a personal relationship to
the institution at large? The
Verona worker quickly glances
around for an answer, but sees
a man coming; he hurries back
to work, because the foreman
does not like any loafing
around. He does not like any
loafing around because he is
responsible for insuring the fulfillment of the wishes of the
factory's leaders. He is a
symbol, then, of "The Factory's" wishes. So by participating in some personal relationship with him, the worker
can thereby participate in some
kind of "w hi teshirtedness," the
factory at large.
"I don't know where I'd go [if
I ever quit this job]," one
worker told me. ''This place
keeps a roof over my head and
food in my mouth,'' another
said. "You want my family to
starve?" replies one. The proposition of quitting was attractive but preposterous . The role
of the factory in their lives was
clearly one of the Great Provider. And since the only symbolic
access the workers have to the
factory as a whole is the foreman, some of these meanings
are attached to him. He is the
one who gives ·out the jobs, the
time cards and the pay checks;
he becomes the Provider.
In our culture it is the father
who at least traditionally has
held the role as provider and
keeper of order and discipline.
Since it is the foreman at
Verona who is the visible provider, some of the cultural connotations of fatherhood are
placed on him. And when any
"slack" or irregular behavior
was exhibited, the workers
were not conscious of ariy rebellion against the factory as a
whole, but against the norms of
order and discipline laid out by
the factory figurehead, the foreman. So in this sense they were
rebelling agaist the providerfather figure, and therefore any
rebellious behavior committed
against him as such confirmed
their personal relationship to

the factory as a whole . In order
to enter into a more meaningful
relationship with the factory as
a whole, the workers at Verona,
I suggest, placed a fatherprovider connotation onto the
role of the foreman.
This type of attitude was
shown innumerable times during the course of my · work
there, but a few examples stick
out in my mind. Aside from the
usual warning against unusual
behavior, "Watch out, [the foreman] might see you," there
were times when a worker
would explicitly describe the
nature of the relationship as
paternal. One co-worker related
to me the time when he told the
foreman of his intentions to get
married, of which the foreman
dissapproved. ''He took me
aside and bitched me out, just
like he was my father or something." And the foreman reciprocates this attitude. Once,
when the machines weren't behaving properly and there was
a subsequent lack of work, the
foreman and workers spent
some time in conversation while
waiting for repair. Most of the
men raised their voices to a
slightly higher pitch, proper to
that of a child addressing an
adult with utmost respect. And
when the lull in work dragged
on, the foreman made suggestions of inviting the workers to
his cottage after the shift, always referring to them as ''my
boys."

Cold, grey steel clangs against cold, grey steel and the
sound is still dissonant. The
workers have organized, as we
have seen, to construct a more
meaningful relationship to the
work of the factory, but they
still feel it unsatisfying, monotonous. The rituals and role allocations are not enough, and the
element of alienation is still
very present. If they are still
hazy about the aim of their

work beyond itself, are still uninvolved in a sufficiently significant, personal relationship to
the society of the factory as a
whole, how, then, do they deal
with it?
If we suppose that their work
is no t meaningf ul , common
sense combined with a refusal
to live without meaning will
produce a sigh, "Well, work and
life are two different things '_';
"Just because my work appears
to be this way, my whole life
need not follow suit. " And,
indeed, this is what the workers
at Verona do: they make a
sharp distinction between work
and the rest of their lives.
This dualistic conception of
life took expression in a number of different ways. F or example: the long workday behind them, the workers at
Verona took fifteen minutes at
the end of the day to wash the
grime off their bodies. But it
rarely stopped there. Many of
the workers every day went
thro ugh a ritual of ca r eful
grooming, changing shoes and
some times even pants a nd
shirts before going to their
other domain, thus symbolically
sepa r ating themselves from
their work . And when, thus
attired, they strolled to the time
clock at the end of the day, with
surpr ising regularity the conversa tion topics before punching out death with wor kassocia ted matters . But immediately after punching out, the
conversation topic s switched
over to matters concerning the
outside affairs of the workervacations, entertainment, finances, etc. Thus they wer e unconsciously shifting over into their
other realm of existence . Even
the value allocations of many of
the workers seemed to be subject to this dualistic conception
of life. F or example, their children (in the other realm ) wer e
subject to a different set of
values than were the workers
while on the job. Many told me
that they would never permit
their kids to exhibit or even see

the behavior they themselves
exhibi ted at Verona. And ,
lastly, one of the things that
characterized the departure
from work at the end of the
shift was the speed and seeming
urgency with which they would
leave the parking lot. Many
phrased it to me as a need to
" get the hell out"; at any rate,
the basic idea is the samesepara tion, division, duality.

I

n the middle ages the worker
lived a t the side of his master
and they shared pretty much
the same existence. The worker
could without much difficulty
see some continuity between his
life a nd that of his master. But
around the fifteenth century
things began to change and
gradually get more specialized,
so that the connection between
one job and another grew steadily mor e dim. Of the two conflicti ng desires in man to be
doing something at once like
and differ ent the "differentness " began · to be stressed.
Specialization continued on its
raging path, until, as in our
present day, the "parts" began
to feel less connection with the
" whole ," and the result, I think,
is the social phenomena we see
at Ver ona. Why is it that the
men at the factory have to
divide their lives up into two
distinct sections ? Don't they,
too, have a right to meaningful
work?
Christianity is admittedly
hard to practice in a factory.
This is because Christianity
operates under the assumption
that all of life is meaningful
under J esus Christ. But when
one must divide up one's life
into two par ts, "meaningless,"
and " other ," how could a.
coherent, all-pervasive philosophy like Christianity make any
sense? Indeed, it cannot, unless
certain changes occur in the

structure of modern industry.
The coherence of all the parts
to a whole is some thing a
Christian student can assume,
but modern factory workers
cannot. And this coherence is
certainly meant not for just a
few but for all; therefore, it is
not out of the realm of Christian
duty to affect the changes that
make work (and thus life) more
meaningful.
Since the factory, the workers, my description, and my
analysis are all rather subjective, any suggestions I might
make certainly need not be the
answer for any given situation.
But the attempt is not pointless,
as surely the arrival at a
coherent, meaningful way of
working is a justifiable end. If
the point, then, is achieving a
meaningful way of working with
all the "parts" functioning as a
"whole," a good way to start is
to bring the parts more in
contact with whole. For example, if the workers at Verona
could make their product happen from beginning to end,
would not they be more in touch
with the "whole'·' of their product? And if they periodically
were to become responsible for
the administration of the parts
as a whole (I can testify that
they are capable), would not
that bring them into a closer,
more personal understanding of
the workings of the "whole?"
And if they were to become
responsible, personally, for the
satisfaction of the buyer, would
not the workers be more in
touch with the intricate problems of the factory? There
really is no reason why the m en
I worked with could not do each
operation, both mechanical and
clerical, involved in the basic
production of the commodity
this factory produced. I am not
in a position to argue all of the
practical points of view, but I
can stress that improvements
can and must be made, and that
our brethren in the factory have
a right to the same coherence
and meaning to life that we ·
enjoy.
□
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by Henry Meet . r
JRR Tolkien passed away on September 21,
-1973. His greatest work , the massive fantasy
trilogy, The Lord of the Rings, has had a
tremendous following among young people in
recent years. Junior philosophy major Henry
Meeter wrote the following essay in honor of
Tolkien, asserting that accepting the author's
Christianity is central to preserving and
furthering his influence.

J

RR Tolkien is dead. His death
ended a long career of distinguised work in philology, in
medieval literature, and in the
Eddaic sagas and Anglo-Saxon
legends, and brought to the
finish work on a massive body
of prose and poetry to follow
The Lord of the Rings. Many
people think of Tolkien as merely an author of fantasy literature, others probably as extremely knowledgeable in
northern mythology, but very
few think of him as first and
foremost a Christian author.
Few critical works on Tolkien
treat him in this religious light.
Most deal with some facet of
the world of Middle-earth,
magic, love, the speaking creatures , poetry, or even ecology.
But very few try to deal with
the impetus behind the creation
of his world, Those that do, I
think of William Ready (1), are
inexcusably superficial. Most
Tolkien criticisms fail, either
dismissing the possibility of a
purpose behind The Lord of the
Rings or accepting the possibility but not giving it the treatment it deserves.
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I believe that the first failure
arose because Tolkien himself,
in his forward to The Lord of
the Rings, stated that:
As for any inner meaning or 'message,' it has in
the intention of the author
none. It is neither allegorical nor topical ... I cordially dislike allegory in all its
manifestations , and always
have done so since I grew
old and wary enough to
detect its presence. I much
prefer history, true or
feigned, with its varied
applicability to the thought
and experience of readers.
I think that many confuse
'applicability' with 'allegory'; but the one resides
in the freedom of the reader, and the . other in the
purposed domination of the
author .(2)
Many critics cite this passage,
stating that it is obvious Tolkien
had no purpose whatsoever,
except as a story-teller, or a
fantasy writer. This attitude
has somewhat to do with the
prevailing low conception of

fantasy 's place in literature. I
believe, however , that Tolkien
spoke of his dislike for allegory
deliberately to throw most critics off his track. Though The
Lord of the Rings is definitely
not allegory , neither is it merely the "desire of a tale-teller to
try his hand at a really long
story that would hold the attention of readers . . .. " ( 3) Most
readers, upon sight of 'allegory ' , immediately think of
John Bunyan , or CS Lewis in
Pilgrim's Regress. In this sense
The Lord of the Rings is not
allegorical at all, for it is not
programmatic. Yet it does have
meaning. I find his above statement preferring history because
of its varied applicability , to be
rather tongue-in-cheek , for as a
Christian himself, Tolkien well
knew of the Christian proclamation in the historical process.
The meaning of The Lord of the
Rings is found in its reflection
of the primary world and in the
intent of Tolkien's subtle magic
with the emotions of the reader.
Till now , if the critics have
seen through this ploy , they
have still missed the point of
Tolkien 's work. William Ready,
mentioned earlier , is the most
prominent example to date.
Sadly enough, I think the other
failures can only be due to a
lack of critical appreciation, for
the necessary material for an
accurate study of Tolkien does
exist. Perhaps ·in the future ,
when his books do not, in fact ,
descend into the Sheol of Books ,
dusty oblivion, more attention
will be paid to Tolkien 's message.
Tolkien was a Christian
author . He conceived his own
books as Christian works , acts
of worship first, and secondly ,
as acts of witness. Now my
readers may say, "So! Here's
the guy who used to spend all
his time running around in that
home-made cloak, waving a tin
sword and blowing an idiotic
conch shell, telling us that JRR
Tolkien, wrote the trilogy as a
Christian act . Obviously his
critical pretensions have gone

to his head! He's deluding himself! You know how he is over
his 'earnest' Christianity. He's
trying to make a synthesis of
Grace and Tolkien!" I have
actually given the possibility
some thought; it is wrong.
I first picked up The Fellowship of the Ring . in the eighth
grade. Having already read The
Hobbit, I was prepared for
another children's story and
was immediately surprised, and
snared, by the apparent maturation of Tolkien as an author
(such were my critical pretensions even then)! Whereas The .
Hobbit often flippantly prattled,
The Lord of the Rings was
mighty, rushing , and deeply
profound. I could not believe
that my luck could have
brought me to such a treasure!
The emotions the books brought
me were such as I had never
felt before and have rarely
since. At times a mist of cold
terror rose from the pages,
gripping my heart. Other times
I basked in the warm delight of
a cozy fire. I was made to cry,
to laugh, to clench my fists and
fall breathless in excitement,
and to feel rapturous triumph.
Such was Tolkien's gift with
words. Instead of explicitly describing details, he would set a
mood with a few words, and the
scene was experienced in a
totality. I felt as well as saw.
The setting of situational
moods was not Tolkien's main
gift, however. His greatest ability was in the setting of a II1,ood,
"a feel," for all of Middle-earth.
Every scene was set within this
larger contextual mood. As I
entered The Lord of the Rings
my being was circumbscribed
by new feelings, new moods. I
felt the horizons of Middleearth, and these horizons were
characterized by longing, intense longing, and distance. I
felt as if the books contained a
far-off world, somewhere in the
deep, deep past. By opening the
books I could enter Middleearth, but the feeling of distance remained. It was so
strong I could taste it. It is

· ......,...-,'~-::_..._:.~........."-',...
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---almost impossible to describe apologist, called the feeling
this feeling , or to understand it Sehnsucht, and described it
unless one has had it. Imagine thus:
that you are riding in the
And with that plunge back
country north of Grand Rapids
into my own past there
on a windy , dark day. You
arose at once, almost like
come up over a rise and then
heartbreak, the memory of
descend into a ravine, covered
Joy itself, the knowledge
with pine trees. There is a deep
that I once had what I had
green there, and the wind stirs
now lacked for years, that
the trees. You look at the brown
I was returning at last
of the pine needles under the
from exile and desert lands
woods, and as you do, suddenly,
to my own country; and
a deep longing stirs your soul.
the distance of the Twilight
You wish you could be there,
of the Gods and the disamong the pines! And it must
tance of my own past Joy,
be ages ago, so long ago that
both unattainable, flowed
history steps backward. It is a
together into a single, unromantic feeling, bitter-sweet.
endurable sense of desire
It creates a longing both for the
and loss, which suddenly
feeling itself and for that which
the feeling desires, the past and
became one with the loss
distance. CS Lewis, the wellof the whole experience,
known Christian fantasist and
which, as I now stared
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round that dusty schoolroom like a man recovering from unconsciousness,
had already vanished, had
eluded me at the very
moment, when I could first
say IT is. And at once I
knew (with fatal knowledge) that to "have it
again" was the supreme
and only important object
of desire. (4)
To understand the place of
this "Joy" in Tolkien's purpose,
I must take you to an essay
first given as an Andrew Long
Lecture at the University of
Saint Andrews, and then published in enlarged form in
Essays Presented to Charles
Williams.(5)
Actually, to un-

derstand Tolkien at all, one
must read this essay and view
Tolkien's work in its light. It is
entitled "On Fairy Stories" and
is invaluable.
Tolkien, writing of the genre
of Fairy-stories, and including
his own work in it, said that a
Fairy-story is characterized
"by distance and a great abyss
of time, not measurable even by
twe tusend Johr."(6) Seemingly coincidentally,· CS Lewis
spoke of his own feeling of Joy
as a memory coming "as if
from a depth not of years but of
centuries."(7) This strange coincidence is not a coincidence at
all, for Tolkien and Lewis were
the best of friends, criticizing,
sharing, and enjoying each
other's work a great deal. It
would have been far stranger if
they had never talked of Lewis'
Sehnsucht and Tolkien's "distance." Tolkien's world, Middleearth, exuded this feeling. Distance, the past, longing crept up
out of the pages. I was overcome by them. To read of
Middle-earth was to read of the
ancient past, not middle-eastern
ancient, but ancient in the
terms of the Germanic North,
where wind raged and gloom
hung in the ever present fog.
Paradoxically, this Joy, this
Sehnsucht, was a very melan12

cholic feeling. But I wanted it al objects of my exercise, the
nevertheless, so I went back to · catalysts. I began to love trees
The Lord of the Rings. I had to, for their own treeness, beaches
I was overwhelmed with desire. for their beachness, and grass
When I opened the books, the because it was real grass, beaudistance swallowed me, and I tiful to look at and inviting to lie
revelled in it.
down on; it was to be loved and
I was extremely surprised to be respected. I realized that
that my desire was another my world had always been
integral part of the Fairy-story. gray, and that, believe it or not,
It was evoked, not by chance, a mere book had changed my
but by design, in utmost con- drab perceptions into colors and
trast to Tolkien's professed dis- vibrant sounds. I did not lose
like of '' the purposed domina- Middle-earth. I gained this
tion of the author.'' Reading on world. Tolkien called this
pages forty and forty-one of process recovery.
"On Fairy Stories," we find
Recovery is simply, "a rethat, "If they [Fairy stories] gaining-a regaining of a clear
awakened desire, satisfying it view ... we need, in any case, to
while often whetting unbearab- clean our windows; so that the
ly, they succeeded." Any world things seen clearly may be
that contained "even the imag- freed from the drab blur of
ination of Fafnir [the dragon of triteness · or familiarity-from
Niebelungenlied] was richer possessiveness."(8) The Fairyand more beautiful, at whatever story is a tool or method. As
cost of peril." As Tolkien want- Tolkien said, ''We should meet
ed dragons, so did I. When he the centaur and the dragon, and
desired dragons with an ever then perhaps suddenly behold,
increasing appetite, mine rose like the ancient shepherds,
too . Where his own longing was sheep, and dogs, and horses,
"whetted unbearably," so too and wolves."(9) My own recovery (discovery might be better)
was mine.
was not so sudden, but it did
Besides desire, however, the come, and exactly in the way
Fairy-story must bring recov- Tolkien said.
The Fairy-story must also
ery. Again Tolkien surprised
me, for what had happened to provide escape. It is essential
me as a result of my reading that the reader become so abThe Lord of the Rings was sorbed in the story that he
described in detail in his essay. forgets for awhile this world's
My desire, with me nearly evil. I shall not explain this in
always, was to enter Middle- detail, except inasmuch as to
earth. This "real" world grew say that the great abundance of
shabby in comparison. Some- critical attack on Tolkien's suptimes I focused my attention of posed hatred of modernity is
a part of this world-a tree, the mistaken. He did hate moderocean, or a field of snow-try- nity's misuse. (10) Otherwise,
ing to imagine that I was this point is not important to
actually in Middle-earth. Some- our treatment of Tolkien as a
times I must have imagined Christian author.
The last and most important,
particularly hard, for I was.
overcome by sehnsucht; I felt the highest, function of a Fairyimmediately a part of Middle- story is its consolation, the
earth myself. The feeling al- "eucatastrophe." The "ecatasways passed almost instantan- trophe" is not the regular hapeously, however, and I returned py ending that many stories
to my own gray world. I began have, it is both qualitatively
to notice, though, that the more and quantitavelv different. The
I tried to transport myself to "eucatastrophe" presupposes a
my own heaven, the more I "sudden turn." Darkness is lost
appreciated ~he merely tempor- in light, defeat becomes

triumph, and the world is
saved! To express this thought,
Tolkien invented a word, taking
c:a tastrophe and adding the
Greed "eu" to denote its
opposite. (11)
Here lies the
meat and bone of the matter
before us, the bulk of proof for
my interpretation of Tolkien's
own conception of his work. To
darify this, though, we must
sidetrack to Tolkien's view of
man.

Man

is the Sub-creator. He
finds himself in a world, the
Primary world, and from this
he is able to construct Secondc1ry worlds, subcreations. He
can take concrete things and
c:hange them, sometimes apparently minutely, but with huge
effects.
Thus,
a
rather
"normal" world can, by the
mere change of adjectives, become a world of "magic." Man
cannot create primarily, he
cannot imagine a new,color, but
he is able to give a color to
things other than those which
"normally" have it, thus:
We may put a deadly
green upon a man's face
and produce a horror; we
may make the rare and
terrible blue moon to
shine; or we may cause
woods to spring with silver
leaves and rams to wear
fleeces of gold, and put hot
fire into the belly of the
cold worm. But in such
"fantasy," as it is called,
new form is made; Faerie
begins; Man becomes a
sub-creator. (12)

To elaborate, man finds himself in a Primary world, and
because he is in the image of
God he is able to form new
Secondary creations. If his art
is strong enough he may be able
to coerce readers into his own
world. They put away their
disbelief.In his world they believe his rules and laws and are
changed accordingly, if only for
awhile. If the belief in the
subcreator's world falls away
somehow, the artist has not
worked his power. (14)
Along with causing belief in
his world, the subcreator must
include all the functions of the
Fairy-story. The work must
evoke desire and distance; it
must bring the consequent recovery of the Primary world,
the consolation of escape, and
the last, and higher_ consolation
of the "eucatastrophe." This
brings us back again to
Tolkien's purpose.
The "eucatastrophe" is that
aspect of the secondary-making
of the Fairy-stories which holds
a special place, for it is the
"far-off gleam or echo of evangelism in the real world," the
imaginative art refracting the
light of the redemption as
through a lens or prism. Here
Tolkien touched on a very original and fascinating idea, that
God redeemed the corruptmaking creatures, men, in
a way fitting to this aspect,
as to others of their
strange nature. The Gospels contain a fairy-story,
or a story of a lower kind
which embraces all the
essence
of
fairystories. ( 15)

The power by which man is
This Fairy-story, the Birth
able to do this is derived, given and Resurrection of Christ, has
him by the Creator Himself:
the most complete and moving
"euca tas trophe" imaginable.
Fantasy remains a human Where history, real living hisright; we make in our tory, was moving ever more
measure and in our deriva- rapidly toward the abyss, God
tive mode, because we are redeemed it with the Gift of His
made; and not only made, Son. The black clouds of sin
but made in the image and were dispelled, and Christ
likeness of a Maker. (13)
threw down the walls of Satan's

power and laid bare its pits,
and the earth was cleansed.(16)
The "eucatastrophe" is paradoxically derivative of itself, for
the larger "Eucatastrophe,"
Christ's redemption, is in part
derived from man's own nature,
more specifically the imagination, the power of Faerie. And
the "euca tastrophe," the "sudden turn'' of the Fairy-tale, is
derived, as if through a prism,
from the Redemption itself. The
"eucatastrophe" proceeds from
the primary "Eucatastrophe,"
while the "Eucatastrophe" is
meant to redeem the secondary
"eucatastrophe." It is a difficult thought to convey, and I
hope I have succeeded. If not,
perhaps this quotation coupled
with that above, will help;
It is · not difficult to imag-

ing the peculiar excitement
and joy that one would
feel, if any specially beautiful fairy-story were found
to be "primarily"true ....
The joy would have exactly
the same quality, if not the
same degree, as the joy
which the "turn" in the
fairy-story gives: such joy
has the very taste of primary truth. (Otherwise its
name would not be joy.) It
looks forward to the Great
Euca tas trophe.
The Christian joy, the
Gloria, is of the same
kind: but is is preeminently high and joyous.
But this story is supreme;
and it is true. Art has been
verified. God is the Lord,
of angels, and of men, and
of elves. Legend and History
have
met and
fused. (17)
The

Lord of the Rings is

worship. It is a sub-creation
adding to the wonder and richness of the Primary-creation. It
brings desire, and it brings joy.
Tolkien partook, in his writing,
in "assisting in the effoliation
and multiple enrichment of
creation," as the image of
God. (18) He let the glory of the
13

redemption shine through himself onto the empty page, there
creating a new world, a world
derived from this one, full of
awe and high beauty .
I think back to the foreward
to The Lord of the Rings, to
Tolkien's disparagement of "the
purposed domination of the
author." It is true that he did
not dominate allegorically, but
he did purpose to dominate in
other ways. He planned and
brought desire for He brought
more, he brought sehnsucht,
almost intolerably intense longing. He awakened new sensitivities and brought recovery. He
brought escape and brought,
above all, the joy of the "eucatastrophe." Tolkien made me
aware of things I had never
thought of before; he put the
world in a new light. One can
see perfectly clearly that he
meant to do what he did as
well. It is as if he set my
emotions working on me, boiling over within me, and then,
with "On Fairy Stories,"
brought it all out into the open.
I was brought to see clearly
that:

rejection leads to nothing.
Lewis wrote of his own Joy,
or sehnsucht, as a signpost to
point travellers to Christ, the
road. ( 20) Lewis was the closest
friend of Tolkien till the day of
his own death. Tolkien knew of
Lewis' Joy and, I believe, decided to use it. He was more
detached than Lewis as a
writer; where Lewis slipped into
didactic preaching, Tolkien was
infinitely more subtle. Without
even a mention of the word
Christ, or God, or Redemption
in The Lord of the Rings, he,
with an unerring ability, set
words in action like catalysts in
my bloodstream. In the end I
was hurled to Christ. Because
of the sensitivities he awoke, I
was and am forced to renew my
faith, for I cannot live without
it. This was Tolkien's act of
witness.
JRR Tolkien has been called
many things, but never yet, in
any seriousness, a Christian
author, not first and foremost. I
think it is time that we, as
Christians, recognize the debt of
the Church to Tolkien , both for
his work as a Christian in
Fantasy, and for his demonstration of the Fairy-story as a
To reject it [the Gospel]
legitimate and deadly effective
leads either to sadness or
to wrath.(19)
form of Christian endeavor . As
he viewed it, the Faerie-story
The Gospel cannot be rejected, has almost limitless possibilit is the only thing that gives us ities. As witness, we have The
a place to stand, to live. Its Lord of the Rings. It remains
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to be seen what will be the end
effect of his subtle preaching to
our spirit. (For that we must
wait.)
1 1
Dear Sir, although now long
estranged,.
Man is not wholly lost, not
wholly changed,
Dis-graced he may be, yet is
not de-throned,
and keeps the rags of Lordship once he owned:
Man, Sub-creator, the refracted Light
through whom is splintered
from single White
to many lives , and endlessly
combined
in living shapes that move
from mind to mind.
Though all the crannies of the
wor Id we filled
with Elves and Goblins,
though we dared to build
Gods and their houses out of
dark and light,
and sowed the seed of dragons-'twas our right
(used or misused). That right
has not decayed:
we make still by the law in
which we're made. (21)

FOOTNOTES
( 1 l Ready , in his book, The Tolkien
Relation, asserts that Tolkien wrote The
Lord of the Rings to present a 'philos-

ophy' of man, that no matter how
hard man tries and tries to destroy evil,
it wi ll eventually destroy him. This is
understandable in view of Tolkien's
involvement with Norse m ythology and
the Ragnarok theme, but it is totally
wrong when viewed in terms of
Tolkien's own "On Fairy Stories." and
his own religious committment to Christianity.
(2) JRR Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings,
Volume I, The Fellowship of the Ring,
Houghton Mifflin Company , (Boston,
1965), pp 6, 7.
(3) Ibid. p 6.
(4) CS Lewis, Surprised by Joy, Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc , (New
York , 1955), p 72.
(5) JRR Tolkien, The Tolkien Reader,
"Tree a nd Leaf," Ballantine Books,
(New York , copyright 1964 by George
Allen and Urwin), p 2.
(6) Tolkien, "Tree and Leaf," p 31.
" Twe tusend Johr," is probably old
English or Anglo-Saxon for two thou-

Clancy Explains Himself For SB At The Bar
clancy checked

sand year.
(7)
(8)

Lewis, p 16.
Tolkien, "Tree and Leaf," p 57.

Ibid.
(10) Ibid. , p 61.
(11) Ibid., pp 68-71.
( 12) Ibid., p 22 .
( 13 ) Ibid., p 55.
(14) Ibid., p 37.
05) Ibid ., p 71.
(16) JRR Tolkien , The
(9)

Lord of the
Rings, Volume III, The Return of the
King, Houghton Mifflin Company, (Boston , 1965 ), p 375.
(17 ) Tolkien , "Tree and Leaf," p 72.
( 18 ) Ibid., p 73.
(19 ) Ibid., p 72.
( 20) Lewis, p 238.
(2 1) Tolki en, "Tree and Leaf," p 54 .

sometimes clancy
is unable to move
his knees rattle and shake
the flow of his blood reverses
creating confusion among the cells
lungs simply quit
hands shine for a moment
and then vanish
the eyes dissipate
genitals struggle
the mind becomes savage
and uncontrollable
and clancy can do nothing
but fear
In Defense Of...
Clancy old,
done in by gin & fear,
remains a victim of the possible.
Clancy scared off
by friends defends
his brooding &
occasional obnoxiousness.
These lapses of the heart.
Old racehorse. He still
running; gun lap &
the small return to victory.
Clancy goes under & slides
on down to the bar.
He an old magician whispering.
September, 1973, Full Moon
David C denBoer
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Church .Responds to Charismatic Ouestion
by Leonard Sweetman

I

n 1971 the Synod of the
Christian Reformed Church was
forced to face the issue of
Neo - Pentecostalism officially
through the medium of four
documents on the agenda of
Synod: overtures from Classis
Sioux Center and Classis
Chicago North which requested
Synod's advice in regard to
"the special gifts of the Holy
Spirit"; Mr HJ Jongsma's appeal to Synod to reverse the
decision of Classis Eastern Canada which denied his request to
receive ' 'believer's baptism" in
a congregation other than the
local
Christian
Reformed
Church in Montreal and to
make a study of "the extended
indwelling of the Holy Spirit"
and, "believer's baptism"; and ,
finally, Mr JC Bakelaar's appeal concerning Classis Huron's
decision in which Classis upheld
the Consistory of the Clinton,
Ontario, Christian Reformed
Church in its judgment that the
N eo-Pen tecos tal members of
the Clinton Church who had
been rebaptized in connection
with their "baptism in the Spirit" had by this act withdrawn
themselves from the fellowship
of the Christian Reformed
Church.
In response, Synod appointed
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a committee to "study, in the
light of the biblical teaching of
the Holy Spirit, the teachings
and practices associated with
that which is popularly called
'Neo-Pentecostalism,' and explore the reasons for its growing appeal in the Christian
Reformed Church."
Since 1960, when what is
called ''Ne o-Pentecostalism"
made its appearance, most of
the "ma inline" denominations
in American Protestantism and
the USA Bishops' Conference of
the Roman Catholic Church
have made studied recommendations to the local churches in
which an attempt is made to
establish rapprochement in congregations between the nonNeo-Pentecostal members and
the active Neo-Pentecosta ls,
both '' lay" and "cleric. " The
appearance of Neo-Pentecostals
with in the mainline denominations constitutes one of the
str iking differences between
"classical Pentecostalism" and
the phenomenon called "NeoPentecostal ism. " Neo-Pentecostalism appears, moreover in
all strata of the church. College,
university and seminary professors, professional people, and
representatives of every socioeconomic stratum in the Chur-

ches classify themselves as
Neo-Pentecostals.

N

eo-Pentecostalism arose among Christians whose profession and practice of Christian
faith seemed arid, without
power. It arose among those
who were looking for the evidence of God's power in their
lives and the reality of a living
Christ. Their search culminated
in an experience as a result of
which the evidences of God's
power in their lives were recognized . This experience they
named the "baptism with or in
the Holy Spirit." It is a second
experience, subsequent to conversion, which gives power for
witness and which manifests
itself through the specia l
"gifts" of the Spirit which are
mentioned in I Corinthians 1214, Romans 12:6-8, and Ephesians 4: 11. This experience frequently occurs after extended
prayer and seeking for the
experience. All Christians, consequently, should seek this experience since it is available to
all and God wishes all to have
it.
The gift of tongues-speaking
is frequently regarded as the

sure proof that one has had an
authentic baptism of the Holy
Spirit. The Acts of- the Apostles,
especially chapters 2, 10, and
19, constitute the Biblical basis
for this commitment. The other
gifts . of the Spirit which are
mentioned in I Corinthians
12: 8-10, 28; Ephesians 4: 11; and
Romans 12: 6-8 also operate
among the Neo-Pentecostals
who have experienced the baptism in the Holy Spirit.
The Neo-Pentecostals claim
to have been believers before
receiving the "baptism," but
the baptism in the Spirit contributes a new and significant
dimension to their Christian life
as a result of which they are
equipped to praise, adore, and
serve God to a degree of which
they were incapable prior to
their baptism in the Spirit. They
experience a deeper love, joy
and peace. They testify that this
experience is the most beautiful
experience they have ever had.
They possess a freedom to
witness to Christ, a confidence
in their being God's witnesses
and a capability to witness
which eluded them prior to
their baptism in the Spirit. They
are turned on by a Spiritinitiated high.
The Study Committee thought
it was important to locate this
phenomenon which is visible in
the Christian Reformed Church
and in all of the Christian
Churches on the North American continent in the cultural
context of contemporary North
America if the phenomenon was
to be evaluated adequately.
During the last two decades the
rate of cultural change has
accelerated rapidly. Increased
social mobility has strained the
fabric of both the extended and
the nuclear family virtually to
the breaking point. Advances in
communication have reduced
"distance" so that the entire
world is present in one's livingroom, and everyone has relatively easy access to places
which a few decades ago were
shrouded in romantic mystery.
The world has become a global

village. The average family
moves to a different geographical location with some frequency. Changes in neighborhoods,
schools, churches, and friendships accompany these geographical moves. A degree of
rootlessness results.
North American society,
moreover, has increasingly
oriented to a consumer economy which has prospered fantastically as North America has
satisfied the consumer needs of
large sections of the world.
Increased productivity and
planned obsolescence have been
said to be the answers to the ills
of the consumer-oriented economy. The threat to society
which was posed by the "nuclear age" stimulated an educational boom. Colleges and universities swarmed with a clientele which was equipped to
develop and man increasingly
sophisticated gadgetry designed
to increase the productivity of
our economic colossus.
But the higher standard of
living generated by this economic evolution had a price tag
attached to it. Many were excluded from gainful employment because they lacked the
necessary sophisticated skills;
consequently, the distance between economic and social
classes widened. Increasingly,
the technological society exercised a depersonalizing effect
on its members. Its promise of
increased stability and comfort
aborted. Technology's energies
seem to be devoted to war and
its terrible by-product was ecological crisis. Population control is considered necessary as
a result of greater longevity
and lowered mortality rates
which are due to the success of
medical research. And technological effort to control population seems to have spawned or
abetted a deteriorating sexual
morality.
North American people have
become increasingly suspicious
of the educated elite. Their activities in the sciences and in

the humanities are viewed as
threats to our culture as much
as assets. "Credibility gap" is a
term used frequently relative to
both the huckstering of the advertising industry and the pronouncements of the politicians.
The proclamation of the gospel
by a theologically trained minis try is not immune to this
same suspicion of words. Leadership by intellectuals is
scorned. Their "theory" appears impractical and consequently valueless; they, too, are
but architects and victims of
the whole culture which seems
to be disintegrating under our
eyes. Moreover, science and
technology have increasingly
been drawn into the orbit of
political and commercial concerns and so have served, even
encouraged, the militarization
of our culture and the mad
materialism of our society. A
vaunted intellectualism has
prostituted humanity and left
our culture bankrupt.

Every "solution" to our problems seems only to have
spawned new problems which
are more serious and threatening than those they were conceived to solve. Hope in man's
ability to solve his problems is
therefore abandoned. Unless
there is an irruption into his
world from the outside worldfrom God-there will be no aid
for man. Since the necessary
irruption from the "other"
world must introduce into history extraordinary phenomena
of cataclysmic proportions to
provide relief for man, ordinary
descriptive language does not
serve as an adequate vehicle
for bearing witness to that
expected or longed for irruption which is viewed as imminent. The one who points to the
coming irruption, moreover,
does so not as an uninvolved
spectator but as a participant in
that to which he points. Since,
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however, words have become
distrusted by large numbers of
people, those who are committed to the necessity of an
irruption into our world from
another world need an authority
to which appeal can be made
and which will participate in
the other world but which simultaneously is easily comprehended in this world. Consequently, the language of the
Bible, conceived of virtually as
a book which fell from heaven,
is regarded as ordinary, descriptive language of the same
type we use when we say
''Today is Tuesday, the 4th of
September." The language of
the Bible, however, serves as a
vehicle through which one can
encounter directly and immediately the "other" world.
The picture I have painted in
bold brush strokes is that which
has
been
described
as
"apocalyptic." Its perspective
and language are analogous to
those found in Daniel 7-12 and
in the Revelation of St John.
In this maelstrom of change
and uncertainty, the present
moment has taken on a significance which it did not have in
previous ages. There may be no
fu ture ! A general malaise
clouds the continent. If we
cannot think our way out of the
crisis in which we find ourselves, let us at least enjoy the
present moment. And if none of
our institutions and organizations seem capable of solving
our problems, let us ignore or
destroy them and begin once
more from the bottom. This
moment is the crucial one . How
can we enjoy this moment? We
can use drugs which will expand our consciousness so that
we can pack the maximum of
experience into this moment or
transcend this moment. We can
turn inward to explore and
exploit the possibilities of the
subjective realm of "spirit."
We can do the latter, moreover,
within the framework of the
Christian faith or within the
framework of modifications of
the oriental religions. A third
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alternative is to sit back and
wait, in the hope that the whole
mess will disappear or gradually right itself.
The results of this apocaltyptic mentality are visible· in the
contemporary musical idioms
the "dance patterns," in com~

If we cannot think
our way out
of the crisis ...
let us at least enjoy
the present moment.

munes, in the fad of eastern
religions, the occult, Satan worship, and witchcraft; but, also,
in the "Jesus People," One
Way, the Children of God, and
Neo-Pentecostalism. These are
all attempts to have a positive,
satisfying, self-conscious experience of one's self in this moment. The individual wh o is
threatened on all sides by a
complex world which threatens
to overwhelm him can attempt
to establish a workable area
with which he can come to
terms- the area of his own,
private, unfettered self. Although he may not understand,
he may experience his own self.
This cultural context may
neither be ignored nor minimized when one attempts to account for the emergence and
widespread expression of NeoPentecostalism among memhers of the Christian Reformed
Church. We must, of course,
recognize and respect the Neo-

Pentecostals' own account of
why they were attracted to NeoPentecostalism . However , we
must also recognize tha t the
contemporary cultura l context
of North America constitutes
at least a substra tum tha t is
congenial to the emergence of
Neo-Pentecostalism a nd that influences its contours and character.
This analysis does not warrant our understanding a nd consequent dism iss ing of NeoPentecostalism as a mere "religious" ven·e er over a " secular" phenomenon. We r ecognize, believe, and confess that
the Lordship of Jesus is exercised continually over the creation and that the Spirit of God
operates in and through all the
phenomena of the day . TcLl.imit
the sphere of the Lordship of
Jesus and the activity of the
Spirit is to repudiate the vision
of Colossians 1: 15-20 and J ohn
1 : 1-18 as well as Prover bs,
Psalm 104, et al. This analysis
does enable us to recognize that
all our institutions (including
the Church and the small cell
group ) all our rational for mulations (including the Heidelber g
Catechism and the Belgic Confession as well as the NeoPen tecos tals' descr ipt ions of
their experiences ), a nd all our
religious experiences (including
our confession of fai th and our
celebration of the Lord's Supper
as well as the ''baptism in the
Spirit" and "s peak ing in
tongues"), are culturally conditioned. Therefore , we may
neither ignore nor minimize the
cultural conditioning of NeoPentecostalism as we seek to
come to terms with the present
context of the Christian Reformed Church.
One can use another term to
describe the apocalyptic context: "loss of wor ld." All religions concern themselves with
the "proper" interre la tions
among man, the world, and that
which transcends both man and
the world, without which neither man nor the wor ld is comprehensible, which is unchang-

ing, and in which man an_d the
world find "rest, " happiness,
joy: ie, God. This is true both
when the proper interrelations
are "revealed" to man by God
and also when the proper interrelations are discovered experientially or intuiti':ely. Each _religion develops a lifestyle ~hich
is appropriate to the rec_eived,
perceived, and/or experienced
interrelations among man, the
world and God. Each religion,
more~ver verbalizes these interrela ti~ns developing techniques (cult,' ritual , disciplir:ie)
for maintaining and restoring
them when they have been
disrupted. The loss of world in
the contemporary cultura~ context results in the generation of
a model of the interrelations
among man , the world , and God
which is different , at least,
from that which has been the
dominant model in the western
world. This model is visible, in
a specific , Christian form, in
Neo-Pen tecos talism.
In the first place, it offers
another locus for the God-man
relation. Loss of world means
that the God-man relation may
operate " in" _the ~orld ~ut
different from it. This relation
is a "spiritual" relation: ie, a
relation which is antithetic to
the physical, mundane routine
of life in the world. The Godman relation , moreover, is a
direct, immediate one. There is
a one-to-one encounter between
God and the individual man. I
became aware of God's speaking directly , immediately_ to
me, telling me what .to do in a
specific situation. Shall I prepare for my examination in
physics? Or shall I go to the
dorm prayer meeting? The
vehicle God most frequently
uses in telling me what to do in
the specific circumstances of
this moment is the Bible. An
illustration of this phenomenon
is found in the Study Committee
Report on page 336, an illustration taken from the JulyAugust 1972 issue of Logos, a
wellkn~wn Pentecostal periodical. In the article , ''The Holy

Spirit Comes to Clydebank," the presence of the Spirit of God
author, Jim Handyside, de- who wishes to lead us into all
scribes the process whereby truth.
God indicated his approval of
An intuitive awareness of or
Handyside's attempt to o~tain a
new meeting place for his con- recognition of what God is
saying to me, individually, pergregation:
sonally, and privately, at this
moment in the circumstances
in whi~h I find myself, is
We saw it was time to trust identified as an experience of
God for a more adequate God. This experience is initimeeting place where we ated by the Spirit of God. The
could meet to worship in a circumstances of the moment,
scripturally designated way. the words of the Bible, and the
Asking, seeking God long aid of other selves are all scafand earnestly, I read the folding for the direct, immedipromise in II Samuel 7: 'For ate experience of the God-man
Thou, O Lord of hosts, God relation which operates in the
of Israel hast revealed to area of man's salvation, in the
thy serv~nt sayin&, I wi~l reading of the Bible, and in
build thee an house. Could it determining one's conduct.
be that this promise to David
of old was God's answer to
A corollary of the direct,
me hundreds of years later? immediate God-man relation is
When I discussed the matter the individualism operative in
with my wife, she confirmed Neo-Pentecostalism.
Neothat the Lord had spoken to Pentecostals use the terms "felher very clearly from th~ lowship" and "community" fresame verse a year earlier quently· however, the organic
and with such divine impres- charact~r of the Christian comsion that she had noted it in munity which is fundamental to
her Bible at the time. But the New Testament model of
why should he build us a the Christian Church is missing
house?
in Neo-Pentecostalism. This is
(p 39)
most visible in the attitude of
the N eo-Pen tecos tal toward
baptism . Believer's baptism is
One need not be a specialist the only baptism there is. (The
in biblical studies to note that Roman Catholic Neo-Pentecosthere is a play on the word tals constitute an important ex"house"- in II Samuel 7: 27. ception to this point. This exDavid wished to build a house ception stems from the Ro~an
for God but God promised, Catholic commitment relative
instead, 'that he would build a to the Church and to the effec"house," (ie, a dynasty) for ti v e nes s of the sacraments.
David. God would reserve the Consequently, the Roman Caththrone of Israel for David's olic Neo-Pentecostals have refamily. David's lineage,. not defined "baptism in the Spi_r.it"
brick and mortar, constitutes so that it is compatible with the
the house God will build. The Roman Catholic co~p.t of
story, for Jim Handyside, . is "confirmation": baptism in the
only a vehicle thro_ugh w~uch Spirit confirms the power of the
God spoke directly, immediate- Spirit which is given in one's
ly to Jim Handyside in the 20th infant baptism.)
century. Its role in the historyof-redemption is ~rrelevent._ To Loss of world also results in a
point to the rhetorical technique heightened sensitivity to the
used by the writer-editor of II presence, activity, and power ?f
Samuel convinces Mr Handy- the demonic in this world. This
side of only one thing: your world is the fief of the demonic
refusal to be open to the active world. It shall come under the
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domination of God, or it shall be
destroyed and rep-laced by
another . At this moment, h&wever, the world is the domai-n o{
Satan and his hosts. A$ a reSN-lt
of this recognition, exorcisms
are practiced among some NeoPentecostals as a gift of the

d p,rea~r:he,r?
S

dhm to

Spirit. Illness, moreover, is frequently regarded as the product
of Satan. A rather bizarre example of this commitment was
printed in the local newspapers
during the course of the last two
weeks . Wesley Parker, aged 11,
a diabetic , died in Barstow,
California, after his parents
withdrew his insulin. They believe that diabetes is caused by
the devil, whom they ref er ta as
the ''sugar devil.'' Fu-rth-ermore , they believe that Wesley
shal be resurrected four days
after his death. The parents at
first refused permission to bury
the body since Wesley shall be
resurrected healthy and weU
through the faith and prayer of
the parents. When the body was
buried, Monday, August 27th,
only a gravedigger and a mortician were present. His parents
wait, prayerfully, for his resurrection.
Loss of world expresses its
anti-intellectualism in a distrust
of an academically trained ministry and rational articulations
of the God-man-world interre20

lations. Each and ever y person have any confidence in the
who is ba_p tized in the Spirit is ordinary, in r outine, in process.
capab4€ of using the Bible prop- All these are part of the world
erly in t~ direct, immediate which bear s the mark of the
God-man relation . Theologians beast. God will irrupt into life
are always spouting doctrine. by means of the Spirit to lift us
Doctrine never saved anybody. out of this world , to free us
It has always proven to be dis- from this world. Those who try
ruptive of fellowship. Biblical to "use" thi s world for the
scholars , moreover, tamper purposes of God have capitulatwith the text of the Bible to ed to the devil.
make it say something it obI state this matter as boldly
viously does not say . They get a nd crassly as possible. This
stuck, for example, with a tex t factor :
a nti-intellectualism,
like Mark 16:9-20, especially the makes discussions with many
statement " .. . And these signs . Neo-Pentecostals very difficult .
will accompany those who be- One who is comm itted to the
lieve: in my name they will radical r e-creation which is incast out demons; they will augurated in the life , death, a nd
speak in new tongues; they will resurr ection of Jesus, to· the
pick up serpents , and if they inauguration of the New Age in
drink any deadly thing , it will Jesus , and to the inauguration
not hurt them; they will lay of God 's Kingdom here and now
their hands on the sick, and in Jesus will fi nd , frequently,
they will recover ." (St Mark that discu ss io ns with Neo16: 17-18) The professional Pentecostals try his patience .
Biblical scholars say that St
Mark 16: 9-20 is not part of the
original text of Mark but is a
late addition found only in inferior manuscripts of the New
thi s poi nt some felt tha t
Testament. See how biblical
scholars take our Bible away the Study Committee should
from us? We may not know one have turned awa y from the
word of Greek , but we have typewriter . The data used so far
spoken in tongues. We have defeated soundly the cla ims of
seen the sick healed instantly. Neo-Pen tecos ta lism . However,
Mel Tari in his book Like A the Study Committee's investiMighty Wind says that the gation of the "Neo-Pen tecostal
Indonesian N eo-Pen tecos tals passages " in the New Testa stopped counting the resurrec- ment r esulted in at least these
tions which have occurred there conclusions :
because they have been very
frequent and because no one
1. Ther e is no evidence in
seems to believe they have
the New Tes tament that the
happened.
s o-called "extraord inary"
gift s of t he Spirit, ie,
tongu es-speak ing, heal ing,
Biblical scholars, mor eover,
exorcism , etc, were intended
'a la a recent editorial in The
by God for the apostolic a ge
Banner,
also use " word
and were designed to cease
studies," in order to change the
when the canon of the New
historical teaching of the
Testament
closed.
church. Do not trust them. The
Spirit will lead us, each and
2. The Bible itself does not
every one of us, into the truth if
kno w of a ny d ist inctio ns
only we open ourselves up to his
among the gifts of the Spirit
1€ading. Do you wish to destroy
such as na tu ra l/supernatura good preacher? Send him to a
theological seminary. Or send
al , natura l/ miraculous, ordinary / extraordinary.
him to graduate school. That
Tongues, hea li ng, exorc ism,
will quench the spirit. Do not
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prophecy , teaching, preaching , giving charity, doing
acts of mercy , engaging in
administration, serving as
an apostle , evangelist or pastor are lumped together . I
Corinthians 14: 28 uses terms
in its list of the gifts of the
Spirit which suggest, in part,
a hierarchical order. The
meaning of the terms
" fi rst," " second," "thir d,"
and " then " in this passage is
disputed . The distinction between " ordinary" gifts of the
Spirit and " extraor dinary"
gifts of the Spirit is one
which we introduce into the
Bible . In the Bible, all gifts
of the Spirit are given by
God and are designed to
function for the benefit of the
community of Christ, God 's
famil y, the people of God .
3. Gifts are given to individuals in the Bible as the
Spirit wishes to distribute
them . Gifts are given for a nd
only one purpose: to build up
the . community of Jf?s us
Christ, to unify and str engthen the community of J esus
Christ, to equip the community of Christ to func tion
appropriately as the witness
to Christ. The gifts are never
designed to be a sign of one
indi v idual's "sp i r itual
status ." Thev are to be exercised solely for the benefi t
of the community . P aul 's
royalties for his published
letters , for example, would
not be used properly if they
were to be used to buy a new
boat to go with the summer
cottage he built last year ;
rather , they would be used to
serve the poor of J erusalem 's Church. If the boat
were to be used for the
benefit of the community of
Christ it would, perhaps, be
a legitimate purchase.
The gifts of the Spir it are
distributed to men as the
Spirit wills. The possession
and exercise of a gift, therefore , does not designate one
as a superior or infer ior
Christian, a second-class or

a first-class Christian. In this
co nnection, spea k ing in
tongues is mentioned in the
Acts of the Apos tles only on
three occasions : at Pentecost (2: 4 ), at the conversion
of Cornelius the Roman Centur ion (10:46) , and at the
es tablishment of the church
in E phesus when the ten
E phesians ar e rebap-tized iR
the name of Jesus (19:6) .
Nine times in Acts, people
are des c r ibed as being
Spir it-filled with no mention
of their speaking in tongues.
Upon twenty-one other occasions in Acts , people are
described as coming to salvation , but they are not said
to speak in tongues.
4. P aul condemns the exce sses of the Corinthian
"spirituals. " He does not
repudiate the validity of the
" gifts of the Spirit" which
the "spirituals" were employing. He repudiates the
pr ivate, personal , privileged
evaluation which the "spiritua ls" ga ve to the manifestation of the gifts. This means
that Paul , at least, reconnized and accepted a divers it y within the Christian
communities he founded ,
based upon the organic chara cter of the community of
Chr is t, which is embafrassing to us today who strive, at
times, for a unity which
looks more like uniformity.
Paul ' s
" opponents "
in
Corinth and in Colosse may
be strikingly similar to the
Neo-Pentecostals of today.
Paul calls them ''saints of
God ,'' brothers and sisters in
. Christ. He admonishes them
to discipline themselves in
the exercise of the gifts the .
Spirit has given them; not to
turn their backs to these
gifts . In this connection he·
gi ves the Corinthians some
guidelines for the worship
serv ice in the church at
Corinth which are striking
because of the " distance "
between them and our own
" order of worship" :

When you come together,
ea ch one has a hym n, a
lesson , a r evela tion, a
tongue , or an interpre tation. Let all things be
done fo r edification . If
any spea k in a tongue , let
there be onl y two or at
mos t three , and each in
turn ; and let one interpret. But if there is no one
to interpr et , let each of
th e m keep sil e nc e in
church and speak to himself and to God . Let two
or three prophets speak,
and let the others we igh
what is said. If a revelation is made to a nother
sitting by , let the first be
sile nt. For you ca n a ll
prophe sy one by one , so
that all may I-earn a nd a ll
be encouraged ; a nd the
spirits of the prophets are
subject to the prophets .
For God is ~ t a God of
confusion but of pea ce.
I Corinthians 14 : 26-33.

P_a ul ~ishes to discipline the
d1vers1ty God has planted in
the Corinthian Church. He
does not wi sh to have the
chaos which results from
individualism.
Because of these conclusions,
the Study Committee did not
recommend that Neo-Pentecosta ls , either "laymen" or
" clergy ," be excluded from the
Christian Reformed Church.
Guidelines were established to
preserve the confessional integrity of the Church and to serve
the Neo-Pentecostal s wi th
guidance and counsel. The recommendations exclude the offkial propagation and exercise
of some of the peculiarities of
Neo-P entecostalism. The recommendations attempt to create a climate in which the
community of Christ can grow
and mature and function effectively as the agent of Christ
dominated by the Spirit of God.
□
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DR CHCAGO
by Douglas Brouwer
■ It was raining of course, &
we were camping, hoping to get
into the peacefulness, the relative quiet of a holiday campground.
2. It was dry inside of course,
except that the canvas door was
flapping & that the rain was
dripping in, winding around the
wrinkles of the tent floor toward
the feet of our sleeping bags. I
sat up in my polyester fiberfilled mummy bag ( it resists
moths, mildew, & of course
vermin: almost like heaven itself). I struggled with "Doctor
Chicago,'' my first serious short
story in months, but instead of
writing I breathed the pungent
air of wet canvas & watched the
puddles grow near the door.
3. It was not easy of course to
write seriously again. For one
thing . my pencil poked holes in
the damp notebook paper; for
another I had nothing to say. I
just wanted to be published
again in a respected journal,
maybe even the college journal.
To produce & to be published, I
knew, was not serious writing.
To produce, to be published, &
to have your name in the
by-line was serious writing.
That was all I really wanted.
F, who had been dreaming, as
usual, somewhere in that other
pile of blankets, woke up, alone.
He had been dreaming of
course that he was not alone.
But the college spring semester
was just over, (hence) his
social life was now dormant, his
girl had gone home to a less
clandestine living arrangement,

1
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& he lay listening to the rain on
the tent & watching me doodle
in the margin of my green, eyeease notebook paper. "What's
the pen name going to be this
time?" he asked me .
"They call it pseudonym; not
pen name."
"What pseudonym, then?"
"No pseudonym this time," I
sa id, not mincing words .
"Aren't you writing more
junk for Ladies Home Journal
or Good Housekeeping?"
"I decided to do some serious
writing, to be a serious writer."
"There's no money in serious
writing, & it's harder to get
your stuff published."
"I don't care. I just want to
publish some serious work."

f

laughed through his nosesnorted, I thought-& clearly
defined for me the rationalist/
irra tionalist dichotomy, of
course in terms of rationalist
superiority: "You're a hack
writer, you write the stuff that
sells quickly to women's magazines trying to fill the space between feature articles on
Lyndon Johnson's family life."
"For sure," I said.
''Heck " he said "I could
plan on ~n hour's ~orth of entertainment just by reading one
of your short stories in
Women's Day . Now, I'd like to
be the first to encourage you to
wr,ite seriously, but to think that
you can change now & write
seriously is just stupid. Besides,
serious writing isn't entertain-

ing anymore. I'm glad to see
that I still think more logically
than you, even after you socalled transformation. "
4. It was hardly an intellectual argument of course, somewhat abutse in fact & typically
egotistic, but he could hardly be
expected to understand me: he
was a sociology major.
"Heck," he said, "I was going
to ask you if you were going to
enter anything in the Banner's
creative writing contest."
''You know " I said "someone once told me that the
Banner used to be called the
Banner of Truth. I wonder how
the Synod ever let them drop
the Truth , but I suppose it
sounded presumptuous."
"What does that have to do
with what I just said?"
"Nothing. Except that serious
writers are supposed to train
themselves in free association,
and so, often the things I say
will be non sequitur."
"What does that mean?"
"You wouldn't understand."
Only a few people ever do
serious writing. If they have
done it , they may speak of it,
but they do not forget it. Serious
writers themselves develop no
strong alliances: They possess
no strong communal urge. Yet
many are known to reaffirm
their nebulous identity by signing, for instance , an open letter
in the New York Review of
Books. Serious writers may
even use a non-English word or
two to show spiritual solidarity
with this or that movement or

cause. In this sense, serious
writers are like the Jews or
homosexuals in New York City
who know each other instantly
when they meet on the street
( or so I am told).
"Have you written anything
yet?'' F asked an hour later.
"Unh?"
"Have you written anything
yet?"
"No."

I gave up doodling in . the
margins & began serious
sketching of large , useless, absurdist forms on my inoffensive
green pa per. I realized then
how many problems would have
been solved years ago, before I
started writing, if I had gone
crazy-not raving mad, just
benignly senseless. I could have
been sitting in a clean, dry
hospital ward, babbling happily
to myself, & making green
crayon drawings: all that instead of abusing myself with
serious literary questions. I was
starving for, yes, even craving,
one dramatic illusion, one daydream, or one lie from which I
could create my story &
(hence) simulate life.
"Well, do you have some idea
of what you want to write
about?" F asked.
"Yeah. I'm going to write
about a guy named Doctor
Chicago."
"ls it going to be a satire?"
F was predictable, which I
considered disgusting. "You
see, Doctor Chicago is a research doctor whose teachers
originally advised him to be a
general practitioner because
he'd never make it as a researcher. Well, his teachers
were right. He fails miserably
as a researcher & falls violently
in love with two women."
''Violently?''
"Black boots & whips, you
know?"
"Oh," F said. "Does Doctor
Chicago write poetry?"
"Never. He's a Tiger baseball
addict. Doctor Chicago is an
American, & no one loves baseball like an American.''
5. It was all a lie of course, a

reality I had created, which
was what serious writing was
all about. Hack writers never
lie, although they sometimes
fear that reality itself is absurd.
Hack writers resemble sociology graduate students: they
romanticize trivial & unobtrusive questions, since they are not
equipped in jargon, technique,
or honesty to deal with the
deeper & (hence) more elusive
ones. If F could write, he would
be able to sell without trouble
any manuscript to McCalls' or
even-with luck-to Seventeen.
I believed in luck among other
things. Most serious writers do.
I believe that I could publish
"Doctor Chicago."
6. It was still raining of
course when F splashed in the
tent door, back from the campground's modern sanitary facilities. F buried himself again in
his blankets, thinking of something to do. He was predestinately restless, I thought, almost
a Dutch Calvinist in reverse: he
wanted to play cards.
I didn't. I did quit sketching,
though, to watch the family
man across the muddy campground road. He was sitting in
front of his Apache tent-trailercamper watching Tiger baseball on a Sony 4-inch transistor
television. I heard George Kell
and Larry Oosterman, the play-

by-play men, tell the family
man that everything would be
rosy for the Tigers if the old
men on the ballclub would start
hitting the ball.
I had no faith in the Tigerballclub at all, but child-like
faith in the fortunes of Tiger
baseball formed the substance
from which a hack writer could
build a story-& unwittingly, a
farce of reality. Hack writers
even derive vicarious excitement from the life of their
characters. Serious writers, on
the other hand, attempt to
create a new reality, free of
self-oarodv & hopelessness: my
own "Doctor Chicago," for instance. It was the only option of
course. So what if Glamour
wanted reality in its fiction?
Reality didn't appeal to serious
writers anymore.
"You sure you don't want to
play cards?'' F asked.
"Yeah," I said.
7. It was easy for him of
course to go on playing solitaire
without me, although I knew he
was thinking about my short
story. He was in fact secretly
wishing that I would give up &
throw away my green narrowruled notebook paper. F wanted
desparately to entertain himself.
"That Willie Horton is really

dance of fire
child said the old one
time was i was as pure as the fire
free and leaping in the dance like the fire
old one said the boy
time will be i will be as pure as the fire
free and leaping in the dance like the fire
and the warrior leaping into the fire-circle
his eyes two dancing flames said
time is i now am as pure as the fire
but i am not consumed:
the eyes of the old one are coals
and the eyes of the boy
are as the first smoke on the wind ...
Dan Koerner
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hitting the ball this year,'' I
said.
"You're a cynic ," F said.
"For sure," I said.
"Most serious literature today
is cynical. It has lost all
aesthetic value," he said, "the
beauty , the sensitivity, the accomplishment, & the supreme
devotion that goes with it."
What could he possibly know
about serious literature, I
thought? What could he know
about that primative, mindblowing ecstasy of serious writing itself & then the breathless,
unashamed satisfaction of consummation, of being published
in the college journal along with
other serious writers. Voila. It
was thrilling for me of course
just to think about it (I for one

could enter tain myself) , but for
him it was plain presumptuous.
"To heck with aesthetics, " I
said ex cathedra . I used the
word " heck" because we both
knew what it meant. We had
communicated something.
8. It was important of course
for serious writer s to use the
right word, to communicate.
" You haven ' t written one
word yet. " F was staring at me
from the other side of our green
10x14 Army surplus tent. I had
obviously been daydreaming.
"Unh? " I was still sitting up
in my sleeping bag, with my
mouth open, probably snoring ,
possibly drooling. Without a
doubt I had camper 's dragon
mouth. My feet were wet. I
started awake.

" You haven't written one
word, " F said again.
"Yeah, I know. "
"You want me to be brutally
frank with you about your writing? " He dropped his c::irds,
closed one eye , pointeci, &
looked at me as if he were
about _to teach me something
undeniably true , undeniably
true after all because his logic
was severely reductionist & pretentiously deterministic: he was
a sociology major.
"Go ahead ," I said.
" You 're impotent. " He continued to s tare , sympathetically.
After a minute , I said, "I
guess you were."
" What? "
"Brutally frank ," I said.
LJ

THE BEGETTING
by Mark Lipscomb
T here are those who will listen cannot hide from himself. If I which a thick scab grows , lullto what I must say and hear
only a tired old man who has
allowed personal grief to suck
the marrow of joy from his life .
They will hear a shallow old
man whose view of the world is
cockeyed with rancid self pity.
That is what Peter thinks, that
is what he hypocritically tells
those who self-consciously
question my vituperative attacks on the state of our nation.
Yes, but then in private, he
puffs up furiously and contemptuously hisses, "Quiet, old fool.
What if someone should take
you seriously? Would you destroy all who have shown you
kindness? How could you think
of jeopardizing our Ii ves for the
sake of some fifty-year-old affair with a common bar-girl?"
A wise man, my sister 's son,
a protective father, but he
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were twenty years younger, he
would not so callously abuse
somet~ing which I so painfully
guard m my heart. Besides , no
one pays attention to me. "Old
Growler ," " Buffoon , " and
"Stormcrow" are condescending epithets and snide commer:its _from a town too wrapped
up m 1tself to notice my homes
standing firm while they themselve_s return to cheapen the
dust. Those who would notice
or could remember , are fe~
and sea ttered: The old are
history , repeating themselves
many times before, if ever , they
are heeded.
A thing feared too Ii ttle is
utterly terrifying. For while a
thing _feared too greatly holds
~omm10n only by daunting the
little men who fear it, a thing
feared too little is a wound over

ing into security the proud
watchful men who have selfrighteously commended each
other on the speed with which
they alone have brought healing
to the sore. Yet all the while the
hurt festers , infecting the entire
body with cancerous disease,
until at last the very heart rots,
though the Grendel still functions, no longer as a body, but
only as a twisted mockery to
great deeds past, evil and corrupt , but pitiable as are all
great things in their final ruin.
Sown with salt and growing,
the diseased womb of my nation
has produced twisted shams of
men to be her sons, and the
dysgenic offspring looking
round about them see only other
misshapen mockeries , functioning perversely as themselves . A
self-feeding tale of horror, until

that day when God, in some fit
of divine compassion, destroys
them.
But, then again, maybe it is a
as Peter wishes to think, and I ,
am just a warped old man,
eaten by the past and allowing ,
personal grief to taint my soul.
But for a silent half century I
have watched the life-blood of
my country slowly run to poison, fifty years I have watched a
proud lion reduced to an arthritic husk. Now I must have my
say in full.

The

sun in my land fifty years
ago was a woundrous thing : a
calming, a soothing, a healing.
Baking the squat brick buildings, rising in waves off the
crooked streets to be soaked up
by the cursing, shoving, indifferent multitudes, the sun nurtured my land.
Half a century past I loved,
and al though men will tell you
of their loves' sweet gentle
spring or bittersweet autumn,
these are but romantic contrivances of myopic poets which do
not begin to touch the searing
beauty of true love. My love
burned clean and bright, baked
free of impurities, fired to resist
the cold damp of self. A lusty,
earthy, servicing vessel, unique
with the soul of the potter, my
love soaked in the hot summer
sun, driving out the chill ache of
doubt. ·
There are always those who
do not view the child with the
tenderness of the creator, and
they rail at him for conceiving
such a folly . Alas, my father
had a different sight.
' ' Are you mad boy? You know
I'll not allow a common tavern
strumpet in my home."
He was a good man. A thunderer, feeling strongly, caring
deeply, he was a fierce protector of all that he loved.
"You must have your learning, I understand that. But I'll
not have you pretend that a
fling with the tavern owner's
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daughter is anything more than
that. Sow your wild oats if you
must, but take care that they
never come home to darken my
door .''
A large man , my father ,
marvelously passionate, but he
never knew the strength of the
potter whose work he sought to
destroy.
I am a carpenter. My father,
his father, and his father before
that were carpenters. My skill
is in the wood, not words. With
words I do not begin by half to
let you feel the lash of the
demons riding in my brain .
My _M ary was a beauty . A

Se lf-Port

fine piece of burnished wood ,
rich swirling grain emanating
from deep silent pools , dark and
temperate as the grave, she
lived in a passionate tapestry of
love . A fine lustrous sheen
made possible only through the
close quality fibres underneath.
She watched the world with
disconcerting absorption.
Our life had grown tall and
sweet with the crops in the hot
summer sun. But now for many
days my love had been the aloof
intangible lady of paradox , so
alluring , yet so alien to me.
Monolith pangs of self and
doubt blended and filled our
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every m eeting with tension
unti l a t last I questioned he~
closely and would not permit
esca pe.
" Hav e you found another
love ? Is there trouble in your
home? Why do you shy from me
so, am I of such little account
that you will not allow me entry
into your priva te thoughts?"

C ou ntl ess questions piled
breath less , p il e d t houghtless,
unt il she replied at last , dispassionately, as though viewing the
sacred eve nt as merely common place:
"I a m wi th child. "
And the n, with the pious zeal
of one who lusted only in secret
dreams , I pursued the fallen
prey, thinking it was some
drunke n patron of her father's
tavern that had forced her.
" Whose child? What man has
raped you , all unwilling?"
" I do not know .. . There was
no one." She repli ed, still detached, s till unm oving.
It co m es to me now to say
that it was but misguided love
that dea lt the final blows to my
love. "Misguided love ," how
that reeking occlusive monster
self has cha nged appearance in
fift y short years, but the love
has not.
"Whore, wanton fi lth , do you
think to fool me ? How many
men did you intend to ha ve your
des ire of, and then come to me
to profane my intentions?''
Choked with ineffectual rage,
I spluttered pointless impreca-

tions and gesticulated vain disgust, seeking to fill the vessel
built of love with anger. Full of
empty indignation, I turned
from her need, and I walked
away.
My father was too plea sed
with the worker who reente red
his life that morning to ask the
cause. I fell on the draining
little tasks with vengeance.
Working non-stop I sought to
exhaust myself, and so , falling
into bed, sleep would come fast
and dreamless . But sleep came
neither quickly nor was it
dreamless. Rather it wa s the
dry restless distortions which
blend the awake with bizarr e
fantasies of the human psyche.
Chained by fatigue, my body
lay an inadvertant spec ta tor to
the rambling arguments of
heart and mind.
Though I do not know when ,
my heart at last prevailed.
Suddenly I had been relea sed ,
and was flying from the house
having all the unshakable con~
viction of one who at the end
finally perceives his own mind.
Wild-eyed I descended on the
tavern owner as he sought to
entertain his patrons . Fell e rrand rider of death, I seized
him by the collar, and I ordered
him to stand. All in my despera tion, I slapped the liquored
stupor from his face.
" Up , snake! Where is the
daughter you let be so ba sely
abused? Where? Speak , fool!
Spit it up. Where is the gir l?
Speak! Speak! "
I shook the pompous bluster
from his craven soul.
" Gone to the city, early . Not

Flower
Th e dying campstove burner, though buried
in t he dark t ent, glows like some strange flower,
deep bloody velvet center and blue waving petals,
vita l but extinct, severed from life, but ready
at a to uch of the valve to explode beyond this bloom .
Dan Koerner
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even a by your leave, or a
father I'm going into town did I
h~ ve from her either . Why, she
didn 't even do her wor k. "
"Ah , but now you' d be knowing more on that score now,
wouldn't you."
A lewd co mme nt , accompanied by a chorus of hoarse
drunken guffaws from men too
t?rtured by their own empty
lives to be anything but pitiable.
I burst fro m the bar into
the night an avenging angel ,
full of grim purpose, hastened
on the wings of just fear.
Vi bra ting to every nig ht noise I
listened savagely to the bla~k.
Yet almost I m ight have m issed
her but for the wheezy , cracking cough which led me to her
wind-break of boulders .
The rocky barren flat on
which hunter a nd hunted met
was well known to both, but
the playground of youth was
gone . Instead we were for ced to
view the stark unfu llfillment of
a sha dowland . Nothing grew in
that waste, not then, not ever.
Only the moan of lost souls
blowing hopelessly by filled the
void of our present and rebounded more distorted by the
looming uncerta inty of a future
but briefly glimpsed .
The final icy da rk ness had
come , seeping like some poison
fog, and frozen our hearts.
Feeli ng the chill , I m echanically wra pped her body in my
coat, and , numb, I mar ked the
dark seepage as fitting water to
that desert.
I am sure one who loved her
more truly would have told her
that you do not destroy life , that
life is not a gift to be casually
handled , that yours is not the
choi ce . But I could not. And
though I say I loved her unselfishly, I couldn't. I could only
hold her close, va inly shielding
a frag ile life by my own , though
the danger is fr om w ithin,
a lways from within.
Today my soul still wr ithes in
agony to hear her breathe out,
"Joseph?
Ahhhhh . .. J oseph ,
I'm sorry ."
□
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Brashier scores
by recovering
barnstorming era
The Bingo Long Traveling All
Stars And Motor Kings, William
Brashler. New York: Harper &
Row, 1973. $6.95, 244pp.

Iofn the
the September 21, 1973, issue
Grand Rapids Press,
tucked aw~y or:i page 3-C of _the
sports sect10n, 1s a small article
on the retirement of a baseball
player from the major leagues.
He has been limping through
this season with a .211 batting
average and a meager output of
six home runs. He says simply
that it is time to get out when
the game is no longer any fun.
And .211 just ain't no fun. The
player is Willie Mays.
Ah, but now the visions and
the magic take over, don't
they? The "Say Hey Kid." And
anyone who at one time or
another in his life has spent a
few hours a day forming a
pocket in his glove or practicing
the hook slide into second base
starts remembering. He remembers Willie loping through
the deep grass in center field
after a fly ball that anyone in
his proper state of senses knew
was too deep to retrieve. But
Willie keeps churning those
wonderful legs and at the last
possible moment brings his

glove up to his stomach and we
all watch the ball float down
over his shoulder and smack
into the basket. That's the
vision . The magic enters with
what Mays did with the ball
once he had it. Sure, great
catch! But it is that throw that
the bona fide baseball freak
remembers as the magic of the
game. How the arm cranked up
and back and rifled the ball
back to the infield so hard you
could feel the breeze from the
ball in the upper grandstand.
And you can bet yer boots that
those runners weren't going
anywere.

The

mind, by habit, is never
satisfied with just one vision.
Especially when that vision is
coupled with magic. So others
immediatley well up within the
cells. Yogi Berra and the bear
hug he put on Don Larsen after
the perfect game Don tossed
in the World Series. Jimmy
Piersal running the bases backwards after hitting his 100th
career home run. Charlie Maxwell and those home runs that
always seemed to flow forth
from his bat only on Sundays.
Clemente's astonishing catches
in the Series of a few years
back. Mantle and Maris combining for 117 home runs in one
season. Sweet swinging Billy
Williams who keeps hitting .300plus year after year down in the
windy city as if he were playing

sandlot ball yet. And you still
have to use a 14" cannon to
launch a ball hard enough to get
it past Brooks Robinson over in
Baltimore. Also, about two
months ago, a 39-year-old man
dug into the batters box in
Wrigley Field. He got his pitch.
A high fast ball in on the batter .
He swung a couple of biceps the
size of NFL regulation-sized
footballs and a pair of 8" wrists
to boot. The outcome was inevitable as it had been for over
700 other unfortunate pitches.
There was the familiar crack
and the ball soared out of
Wrigley Stadium, across the
street behind the stadium, eventually bounding off an apartment building. I shouldn't have
to say it but I will. Henry
Aaron.
This is what William Brashler
writes about in his first novel.
The magic and vision that is
baseball and the men who play
the game, the magicians. But
his magic comes from another
time, between the two world
wars, and from another league
where all the ball players were
black. He writes about the old
and forgotten Negro baseball
leagues that thrived about forty
years back before the arrival of
Jackie Robinson, who immediately proceeded to steal home
plate along with other assorted
bases and sent the major league
scouts scurrying to find all that
unused black talent.
I think I'll play this review
for now as if it were a wellplaced bunt down the third base
line and I were Brooks Robinson. That is, charge down the
line with cleats sparking, barehand the ball, and fire a bullet
down to you, my first baseman/
audience. In other words, we're
gonna charge right into the plot.
Bingo Long is "the greatest
power hitter alive today'' who
rockets balls out of ball parks
with the consistency of a
Thompson submachine gun. He
also catches the fastballs of one
Leon Carter, who, just for kicks
during warm-ups, drives nails
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into the poles of the backstops
with his fastball. They both play
on a team called the Louisville
Ebony Aces along with other
characters like Louis Keystone,
who, when he was a kid, could
''outrun his model T," and
Splinter Tommy, with such control of the bat that he "could
foul off fifteen pitches in a row
for a quarter."
The trouble is that they all
play for Sallie Potter, whose
system of contracts consists of
keeping everyone on the team
in a financial hole with him to
insure that they stick around
and keep the chips coming in
for him.
However, Bingo is no dummy
and tires of this type of control.
With some financial backing
from another owner of a black
team, he bolts from the
shackles of Sallie, convinces
almost the entire team to do the
same, and with them forms an
independent touring outfit, The
Bingo Long Traveling All Stars
and Motor Kings .
They set out on the road in
Bingo's Auburn and Louis'
Lincoln. Along the way they
encounter a good deal of baseball, racial slander, fights,
stolen cars, tired feet, arms,
hands, and legs, blacklisting,
the knifing of Louis, and general hazzles with Sallie, who
keeps trying get them all back
with him. The book and the
team end when Leon's miracle
arm finally gives out and their
youngest player, Joe Calloway,
is offered a contract with a
white minor league team, then
the walls of racial prejudice
start to crack a bit. Bingo
himself splits for Mexico so he
can "Do some fishing, find me
one of them little girls and play
some ball with them boys ."
Okay, now I'm the- pitcher
and the manager . The plot is
batting and the bat is the
writing. There's one out with a
man on second and we're talking over strategy about the
hitter. We're going to have to
analyze him a bit before we
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give him the pitch he wants or
the one that might hurt him.
Brashler makes a wise decision when he choses not to concentrate on page-after-page
description of baseball games.
Instead, he writes mainly of
the men involved and the experiences they share on the road.
His strong point is dialogue; he
realizes this and uses it much
throughout the book. He also
spins a line of humor throughout the book, a line that gives it
a great deal of flexibility, never
allowing the more tragic moments to slip into melodrama or
the sadder moments into sentimentality.

By

choosing not to dwell on
the game itself, Brashler has
opened up his novel to a great
deal more insight and magic.
The magic exists not so much in
baseball itself but in the ritual
of what it takes externally and
internally to play the game-the
endurance required to play two
or three games a day, to hop in
the car and drive miles to the
next town, and to repeat this
system for days on end. And, of
course, the unending stream of
racial slurs the team is confronted with and the courage
required by Bingo and the
others to deal with white hate
can only endear the reader to
the characters as men, but
more importantly as black men.
When Brashler chose to place
the emphasis of his novel not on
baseball but elsewhere he could
have run into a great deal of
trouble. I believe his master
stroke was his decision to put
the team on the road, to set the
novel on those sprawling, unending, highways that crisscross the States. He thus
couples the lure and magic of
the road with the special magic
that is baseball, and the marriage works -out much better
than most marriages today
down in California.
Most of the dialogue and humor

is superb. And it is black. White
wit often bores me, so intent, it
seems, on making someone out
to look horribly foolish, and
therefore funny. But the black
wit seems always livelier, mixing the great abstractions of life
( truth, love , etc.) with the commonplace, creating metaphors
at once funny (for showing that
our tremendous hassles with
these abstractions are often
silly) and easily understood by
all because the metaphor is
always common. An example.
When Louis Keystone finally
convinces a lady of the street
that she should take him on he
describes the bed itself as "the
old batter 's box. Even the
staunchest women's libber has
to chuckle at that. And later on,
when Bingo and the others are
discussing Louis ' addiction for a
Ii ttle white action , Bingo describes the situation as "dark
meat on white bread." Now
even a violent black separatist
would be forced to crack a
smile at that one , even though
the idea of dexually mixing
blacks and whites would appall
him.

So

Brashler opens his book up
. and then makes it move along
with dialogue and humor about
as fast as old Louis' Lincoln
ea ts up the road when he ·is
hungry for a good steak or a
good woman. But there are
weaknesses . For example, character development. Now we
have to become the hitter at the
plate to pick out the bad pitches
Brashler may be tossing our
way. Here comes one now. It
almost makes it but just misses
the inside corner. Bingo and the
others are alive but often nebulous. One knows they are there
but continually wants to know
just why they are acting the
way they do at certain times.
Sometimes it seems that it
could be Bingo or Leon or Louis
saying a line because their
.respective personalities are not
delineated enough. They mix

outside so that . Brashler will
and drift away.
It also appears that Brashler have to reach a little more with
may want to throw the old his next novel if he wants to
hesitation pitch, but it comes off bring all the fans to his ballpark
as more of a balk. This is in the by jacking a real homer of a
form of what I consider a novel into the nickel seats the
general lack of force or punch next time he gets up to the
n
in the book. A very serious plate.
knifing of Louis makes my
blood start to pump a little
more strongly. But then Brashler turns the entire thing into a
most casual affair complete
with one-liners about the health
of Louis, who is riddled with Personal appeal
knife wounds. This may be a
personal prejudice, for I ever
fail to detect any sign of humor of Auden seen
in violence. The end of the book
is also a bit of a disappoint- in final book
ment. It appears thrown together in haste. Pushed. In the
space of maybe fifteen pages_
Leon's arm gives out, Joe Cal- Forewords and Afterwords, W
loway and a few others get H Auden. New York : Random
signed by the minors , and Bingo House, Inc, 1973. $12.50. 529 pp.
just trucks on down to Mexico.
Good-night readers. That's it,
that's all. Brashler balks when
ne of my most pleasurable
the tension mounts and one tasks last summer was reading
wants to see a good fastball W H Auden's book Forewords
chest high.
and Afterwords. One of my
But now we are the shortstop most difficult tasks now is to
and have a few loose grounders write an adequate review of the
to pick up before we can call it book. Forewords and Aftera game . For those of you with a words is exactly what the title
penchant for a sports novel with says it is: forewords (introducsome descriptions of games, I tions) and afterwords (reviews)
hope you didn't misunderstand which Auden has written over
me.
Brashler does not totall, the past thirty years on everyeliminate the game itself from· thing from cooking to Alexanthe book. There are many good der Pope. I can say that each of
short pictures of the game the forty-six sections is wellbeing played and a longer, written, informative, and interbrillant, and eloquent descrip- esting, but there is not much
tion of a catch by Joe Calloway more to say about the book
that makes my hands itch for a itself. I have chosen to turn the
glove and bat again or a ticket focus of this review from the
for a Sunday doubleheader be- book to its author, the force
tween the Cubs and the Braves. which gives the book its continAnd the descriptions of travel- uity.
The way one finds out what
ing smack of the life and the
magic that someone like Ker- another person is like is neither
ouac could put into the vast by listening to what others say
about him or her nor by reading
American vision of the road.
So I am gonna give Brashler his or her works of literature; it
the pitch he wants-a -high is rather by living with that
fastball. Go on down to Wal- person, observing his or her
den's and buy the book. It's preferences, motives, ideas,
worth the trip. But the fastball and quirks. Likewise Auden's
is also going to be a little person ( not just personality) is
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revealed better in Forewords, or her. It would be unfair to say
in which he primarily expresses that Auden generalizes this situhis opinions, than in a biogra- ation to include all American
phy or even a book of his and English people; neverthepoetry. For, as Auden says, less , he recognizes that several
though an artist's life does not of his own inclina lions were
throw much light upon his formed by his English environworks, his works may throw ment.
light upon his life.
One of the first things that
impressed me about Auden is
his respect for the classical
second fact about Auden's
heritage he received as an
English schoolboy. His educa- person which I noticed immedtion in the classical works of iately is that Auden is openly an
Greek and Latin has made him orthodox Christian. In several
sensitive to the losses that of the sections he confesses his
classical works have sustained belief in the supernatural and
in translation. Thus he regrets mystical ( .. Augustus to Augusthat the · educated man can no tine,'' ''The Protestant Myslonger read the works in the tics," and "Concerning the Unoriginal ( from "The Greeks and predictable") and in a good
deal more his criticism reveals
Us").
Christian
perspective
Auden realizes , however, that . his
his perspective may be a bit ("Markings," "Soren Kierkebiased on many topics , simply gaard").
But the most striking part of
because he has received an
English education. For exam- Auden's Christianity is his inple, when he discusses Konstan- sight into the nature of religious
tin Leonticv 's book Against the belief. One instance of this
Current, Auden shows that the perceptive insight is found in
English and Russian viewpoints "The Greeks and Us,'' in which
are removed from each other: Auden explains the Romans'
''Time and time again, when motive for killing Jesus (He
reading even the greatest Rus- was a "political nuisance") and
sian writers , like Tolstoy and the Jews' motive for killing him
Dostoevsky, I find myself ex- ( He was guilty of blasphemy,
claiming, 'My God, this man is of claiming to be God). Then
bonkers! ' ... Reading accounts Auden ends the paragraph with
of Russian life , whether of the this almost casual statement:
past or of the present, one gets "Every Christian is, of course,
the impression that the Protest- both Pilate and Caiaphas.''
ant ethic of self-discipline, pruPerhaps because he is a
dence, and regular hours has Christian or perhaps because of
had no influence."
some fortunate circumstance in
The difference between the his early childhood, Auden has
English and American perspec- the capacity for great sympathy
tives is brought out by Auden in and sensitivity. This sympathy
his section on Lewis Carrol in is extended especially to the
which he discusses the English "loners" in the world of artists.
~111d American child-heroes. Ac- He commiserates with such
cording to Auden , the typical well-known Ii terary figures as
American child-hero is the "No- Edgar Allan Poe, whose best
ble Savage" whose virtue lies in works [ Eureka and Gordon
'' ~1.is freedom from conventional Pym], Auden claims, have been
wuys of thinking and acting." underrated and who is "doomed
On the other hand , an English to be used in school textbooks
child-hero, such as Alice (of as a bait to interest the young
Alice in Wonderland) , is con- in Ii tera ture, to be a respectable
stantly trying to civilize the rival to the pumps." Poe, Soren
anarchic world surrounding him Kierkegaard, and Vincent Van
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Gogh are all pictured by Auden
as the unfortunate victims of
their circumstances.
While he was sympathetic to
the loner artist, Auden acutely
recognizes the dangers of such
an individualistic life. In "Lame
Shadows," a review of Thomas
Mann's Tonio Kroger and Other
Stories, Auden observes, "When
a man finds himself a social
oddity, he is very apt to alternate between feelings of guiltthere must be something wrong
with me-and megalomaniathat fact that I am an oddity
proves that I am superior to the
a veragt: mass.''
Like C S Lewis, Auden has a
great deal of sympathy and love
for children ( of all ages). His
introduction to a book of fairy
tales by Grimm and Anderson
reveals his concern for children's proper education (of
which fairy tales should be an
important part) , while his article on Alice in Wonderland
shows that he is intimately
acquainted with their nature:
'' According to Lewis Carroll,
what a child desires before
anything else is that the world
in which he finds himself should
make sense.''
Auden's sympathy does not
extend to everyone, unfortunately. His section on Wagner is
written in the style and with the
content of an expose; his treatment of Alfred Tennyson also
seems to me to be rather
uncharitable:" ... he had the finest ear, perhaps, of any English
poet; he was also undoubtedly
the stupidest; there was little
about melancholia that he did
not know; there was little about
anything else he did."
Turning from Auden's character to his literary talents, we
find that Auden is one of those
uncommon human beings blessed with a capacity for precise,
rational thought as well as a
lively, fertile imagination. Auden's intellectual genius functions most obviously in his
concise summaries of such
things as existentialism (''Soren

Kierkegaard") and the four
different kinds of mystical vision ( "The Protestant Mystics"). The creative imagination of Auden is evidenced in his
liberal use of analogy, eg, "otcasionally , it must be confessed,
Kierke·g aard carried on like a
spiritual
prima
donna."
Another example of analogy is
found in "The Marriage of True
Minds," in which Auden uses
the marriage relationship to
symbolize the collaboration between Richard Strauss and
Hugo von Hofmannsthal in writing operas. Auden's appreciation of George MacDonald,
whom he calls a "mythopoeic"
writer of dream literature, also
indicates his imaginative inclinations. As Auden remarks in "G
K Chesterton's Non-Fictional
Prose," in order · to take pleasure in an author's work, "there
must be some kinship between
his imaginative preferences and
our own.''
Drawing from his own experience as a writer and from his
extensive reading, Auden
throughout the book presents a
number of insights into the
questions "What makes a good
poem?" and "What makes good
art?" In "Walter De La Mare"
Auden makes the point that

readers of poetry rightly expect
a poem to be two things, "a
beautiful object, a verbal Garden of Eden" and "some kind of
illumination about our present
wandering condition ... In every
poet there dwells an Ariel, who
sings, and a Prospeo, who comprehends .... " This beauth and
this truth are integrated by
music into poetry. Verse is
made when the music is subordinate. But Auden also speaks
of a dimension under this surface which is unique to each
poet: "We can describe what
one poet does with the language
and compare it with what
another poet has done, but we
cannot compare the perspective
on life of any poet with that of
any other because each is
unique."
When we expand the question
from the nature of good poetry
to the nature of good art, we
find that Auden has some definite ideas on what good art is
not:
... Today in the so-called 'free'
societies of the West, the most
widespread error is ... to take
political action as the model
of ·artistic fabrication. To do
this is to reduce art to an endless series of momentary and

arbitrary 'happenings,' and to
produce in artists and public
alike a conformism to the tyranny of the passing moment
which is far more enslaving,
far more destructive of integrity and originality, than any
thoughtless copying of the
past.
According to Auden, an artist
should be more like a craftsman-a maker-than an inspired genius. The only difference between an artist and a
craftsman is that the craftsman
"knows exactly what the finished product will be, whereas
the artist never knows just what
he is going to make until he has
made it. " As for the purpose of
such art, Auden conceives of it
as being not so much to produce
magic (enchanting) as to reflect_
reality, as a mirror (disenchanting).
These and other observations
about art and life in general
make Forewords and Afterwords a thought-provoking ,
thoroughly enjoyable book.
Auden is not only a very literate, intelligent person with a
wide variety of interests , but he
is also a warm human being
with compassionate insights
into human nature.

W H Auden, 1907-1973
W H Auden was a highly intelligent, refreshingly honest human
being who, because he was a Christian, was wary of received
systems while at the same time grateful for their insights.
For example, he had a layman's interest in psychology, but
rebuked this discipline for its tendency to rationalize man's
guilt. Again, he was interested in any social system which offered
some principle of cohesion, but insisted at the same time that every
individual was ultimately responsible for his own relationship to
truth. And he was a believer in democracy--not because the voice
of the people is the voice of God, but because sin makes all men
brothers. He felt himself a guest on this earth, and he tried to be
a gracious one. For example, he thanks a City for giving him,
among other things, "games and grammar and meters," and said
recently that he has lived "a lucky life. I have been paid by society
to do what I enjoy doing and I have been reasonably successful."
We shall miss having him beside us in this world.
Steven VanderWeele
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